Aim 2015 – to assess pointing skills
1 WHAT IS AIM 2015?
2015?
Aim 2015 is a web tool that helps you assess an individual’s ability to use a mouse or other pointing device. It is
based on, and has similar features to, the Aim test within our Compass software for access assessment. The
difference is that Aim 2015 runs within a web browser, so it does not require special installation and can be used
on a wider range of devices. Note that this is a very early version of Aim 2015, designed to give an idea of what
is possible and generate feedback for what additional features should be added. See the Technical Notes
section at the end of this document for more information on compatible devices, browsers, and the like.

2 OVERVIEW OF FEATURES

Figure 1. Initial screenshot of Aim 2015.
Figure 1 shows the initial screen of Aim 2015 on first use. A look at the screenshot reveals the following
features:
1. Run an Aim test with specific settings that include the number of targets and whether to play music
during the test. Figure 1 shows the default settings (8 targets, no music), but you can change these to
whatever you prefer.
2. View a summary showing the main results of one or more Aim tests.
3. View details showing more detailed results of one or more Aim tests.
4. Save test results for future use.

3 RUN YOUR FIRST AIM TEST
The Aim test provides a target acquisition activity, by presenting a series of targets one-by-one. As each target
appears, move the cursor into it and click on it. On a touchscreen, you can tap on a target to select it. To start a
test, click on the Settings tab (if it is not already active). Then adjust the settings as desired. The settings are as
follows:
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1. Number of targets: This defines how many targets will be presented during the test. You must enter a
number between 1 and 999, inclusive.
2. Play music during test: If checked, some bouncy music will play during the test. Note that you currently
cannot choose the specific music. Also, the music currently has some delay when starting the test in the
iOS Safari browser.
3. Input method: An optional field noting the input method that was used during the test. You decide
what, if anything, should be entered for the input method. For example, if you are using the Kensington
Expert Mouse trackball, you could enter ‘Expert Mouse’ or simply ‘trackball’. If you are testing a variety
of different input methods, it is useful to enter something into this field to keep track of which results go
with which input method. A more specific entry, like ‘Expert Mouse’, is often more useful than a general
one, like ‘trackball’, especially if you end up trying multiple kinds of trackballs.
4. Test label: An optional field that lets you add a word or phrase that describes the test. If available, this is
used when comparing the results of this test to other tests. For example, the label will appear in the
legend of the multi-test graph, and in the titles of the multi-test tables. A useful label helps you
distinguish this test from other tests.
For the input method and test label fields, note that you can always add or change them later, after the test is
done (see Edit a Single Test, below).
Once the settings are the way you want them, click the Start a New Test with These Settings button to begin the
test. Note that this effectively pushes the start button on the stopwatch for the test. Figure 2 shows a portion
of the screen during an Aim test.

Figure 2. Snippet of screen during an Aim test, showing the blue target.
During the test, the software tracks the following data for each target:
1. Time: how long it took to select the target, measured from when the target first appears until the user
successfully clicks inside it.
2. Entries: the number of times the mouse cursor entered the target. This is at least 1 for a selected target.
3. Clicks: the number of clicks that occurred. This is at least 1 for a selected target.
4. Cursor path: a timestamped path of where the mouse cursor traveled during the trial. (Not recorded
when using a pure touchscreen tap to select targets, since there is no cursor path in that case.)
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The test automatically ends when the prescribed number of targets has been completed. If you want to end the
test early, click the ‘Quit Test’ button at the bottom of the screen. Quitting early means that data for targets
completed to that point will be saved, but no more targets will be presented. At the end of the test, Aim 2015
displays a summary of the results, as shown in Figure 3.
The test and its data are also stored automatically at the end of the test, and the My Saved Tests list reflects
that. Note that test data are currently stored only on the same computer and browser you were using when you
ran the test. For example, if you save a test run on Firefox, and then run Aim 2015 on Chrome, on the same
computer, Chrome will not have access to the first saved test. So the data storage is quite fragile and should not
yet be relied upon as a robust way of storing test data permanently.

Figure 3. Summary results displayed at the end of the first test. The table shows each target’s data, along with
the average and standard deviation for Time, Entries, and Clicks. In this case, the average time, 1.71 seconds, is
a new time record. Time records are tracked across all tests run using a given browser-device combination.
Click accuracy is the % of all clicks made that were within a target.

4 VIEW THE TAP GRAPH
As noted above, a summary table for Aim test results is displayed as soon as the test ends. The summary view
also includes a ‘Show TaP Graph’ button; click this to view the targets-and-paths (TaP) that occurred in this test.
This provides a visual summary of the test. As shown in Figure 4, the TaP graph shows each target’s location,
drawn and positioned to scale, and labels each target with its acquisition time. For example, Target 7 below
took 1.547 sec to select. The text color of the label has the following significance:
• Green: this target’s time is 1 standard deviation (SD) faster than the overall test average
• Orange: this target’s time is 1 SD slower than the overall test average
• Red: this target’s time is 2 SD slower than the overall test average
• Gray: this target’s time is within 1 SD of the overall test average
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Figure 4. The TaP graph: a graphical view of the test, showing each target, its cursor path, and its acquisition
time.
The graph also shows the cursor path take from start-to-finish for each target. (You won’t see a cursor path
when using a pure touchscreen tap to select targets, since there is no cursor path in that case.) A small green
square indicates the start of the path. Clicks are marked by X’s: red if off-target, blue for in-target. To see a realtime animation of the cursor path, click the Next button to show the path to the next target. To just see the
path itself immediately, without animation, uncheck the Animate box. To see all the target paths at once, click
‘Show all paths’; this is visually busy but can give a good overview of how much cursor motion occurred during
the test. The ‘hide’ button at the upper right of the graph will remove the TaP graph.

5 VIEW DETAILS
In addition to the summary table and TaP graph, you can look at the test results in more detail. Click the
‘Details’ tab to view the details. The ‘Basic Data’ table shows the Time, Entries, and Clicks recorded for each
target, while the ‘Movement Data’ table shows more detailed metrics regarding the movement kinematics
during each trial. See Section 7 below for more information about Movement Data.
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Figure 5. The detailed results for test Aim 1, showing target-by-target data. Basic Data and detailed Movement
Data are shown. Section 7 describes the Movement Data in more depth.

6 MANAGING STORED TESTS
As noted in Section 2 above, Aim 2015 saves test data automatically upon completion of a test. In this early
version, data storage and retrieval is quite basic, but hopefully still useful. The My Saved Tests list shows which
tests are currently in storage. By selecting tests in the My Saved Tests list, you can view and edit earlier tests
and delete tests you no longer want.

6.1 VIEWING TESTS
The My Saved Tests list shows a checkbox next to each test. This allows you to select just one test (which is
covered in this section) or multiple tests at a time (which is covered below in Working with Multiple Tests).
6.1.1 View a Single Test
To view the results of a single stored test, you can either:
1. Double-click on that test, or
2. Click on the test, then click the View button.
This will load the test’s data into the Settings, Tables, and Graphs tab. The Settings tabs shows what settings
were used during the test (Figure 1). While on the Settings tab, you can start a new test simply by clicking the
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Start button. If you change any of the settings while viewing a completed test, the heading will automatically
change to indicate that these are settings for a New Test.
The Summary tab shows basic results and the TaP graph, as shown above in Figure 4. The Details tab shows
more detailed information for the test (Figure 5).
Please note: The tests are listed in checkboxes, rather than radio buttons, to allow you to comparatively view
more than one test at a time. This does mean that it can be a bit awkward to uncheck one test and then check a
new one for the single-test view. We apologize for the awkwardness; double-clicking on the desired test is the
best way to avoid it. If you have any suggestions for improving the interface, please let us know.
6.1.2 View Multiple Te
Tests
sts
You can compare settings and results for multiple tests at a time. To view multiple tests, check each test you
want to include in the comparison, then click the View button. This displays the multi-test Summary, comparing
results across all selected tests, in a table and a graph (Figure 6). You can see the settings for all of the tests by
click ‘Show test settings’ while on the Summary view. The Speed-accuracy Profile graph simply graphs the
overall Click accuracy and Time per target for each test, making it easier to see which test combines the best
accuracy and best speed. In Figure 6, test Aim 22 is the best performer of the three tests compared, since it has
both the best accuracy (at 100%) and the fastest time (at 0.96 sec per target). The meaning of this result
depends on the specific circumstances of each test. If Aim 22 used a different input method than the other
tests, for example, it might suggest that that input method led to improved performance.

Figure 6. The Summary tab in multi-test view, comparing the 3 tests selected in the test list (Aim 28, Aim 25, Aim
22).
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To compare details across multiple tests, click the Details tab (Figure 7). For each tests, this shows the averages
across targets for the Basic Data and Movement Data. If you want to also see the standard deviations in the
table, click ‘Show standard deviation’.

Figure 7. The multi-test details view, here comparing Basic Data and Movement Data results for Aim 28, Aim 25,
and Aim 22.

6.2 EDITING TESTS
Each test has some descriptive information that can be changed after the test has been run:
1. Test name: the main name for the test. This name appears in the My Saved Tests list, as well as in tables
and graphs. A unique name is automatically assigned to a test when you run it, but you can change it
here if desired.
2. Input method: An optional field noting the input method that was used during the test. This can be
entered in Settings prior to running the test, or it can be edited here.
3. Test label: An optional word or phrase that describes the test. This can be entered in Settings prior to
running the test, or it can be edited here.
The main reasons to edit the test information are to keep track of factors affecting test results (such as the input
method) and to change the text used for the table headings and graph legends. To edit the test information,
select the desired test, then click Edit. Make sure only one test is checked. This changes the Settings tab to an
Edit tab. Enter the desired changes, then click Save Info to save those changes. Click Cancel to keep any
changes from being saved. The Settings tab appears once you are done with Edits.

6.3 DELETING TESTS
To delete one or more stored tests, check each test that you want to delete. Then click the Delete button. If
you provide the requested confirmation, it will remove those tests from storage. Once any test has been
deleted, a Restore Deleted Tests button appears, as shown in Figure 8. Clicking Restore will put the deleted
tests back into storage.
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Figure 8. Screen snippet with Restore Deleted Tests button, after Aim 25 and Aim 24 have just been deleted.
Please note: the Restore feature provides some, but not total, protection against mistakenly deleting desired
data. The ‘boundaries’ of the restore are between refreshes of the Aim 2015 web page. If you close the page,
or refresh it in your browser, before restoring the deleted data, the deleted data will be gone for good.

7 MORE ABOUT MOVEMENT DATA
For most applications, the main results of interest in the Aim test are the Time, Entries, and Clicks for the
targets. However, for those times when you really want to get into the data in more depth, you can look at the
Movement Data. These are available in the Details tab when viewing the results of a single test (Figure 5) or
comparing multiple tests (Figure 7).
The movement data metrics are:
1. Submoves: A submovement is one cycle of cursor acceleration and deceleration. This metric indicates
how many movement segments (“stops and starts”) occurred on the way to the target. From a technical
standpoint, each submovement involves two zero-crossings in the acceleration profile. If the cursor
travels in one continuous movement from start to finish, then only one Submove would be counted.
2. DirChanges: An orthogonal direction change occurs whenever the cursor changes direction relative to
the target center. So if the cursor is moving toward the target (positive velocity), then moves away from
it (negative velocity), that is one DirChange. Similarly, switching from negative to positive velocity also
counts as one DirChange. If the cursor travels only toward the target center throughout the trial, then
no DirChanges would be counted.
3. DistTrav (%): This is the total distance traveled by the cursor, expressed as a percentage of start-to-finish
straight line distance. If the cursor traveled in precisely a straight line from start to finish, DistTrav
would be 100%.
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4. Overshoot (%): This represents how far the cursor movement overshot the target center. Overshoot is
calculated as: (maximum distance from the starting point – target distance), expressed as a percentage
of the target distance. Target distance is the straight line distance from the starting to the target center.
5. Decel (%): Decel represents the percent of movement time spent in deceleration. It is calculated as:
(time of maximum distance from start – time of peak velocity in the 1st acceleration cycle), as a percent
of total movement time. This is not a very intuitive measure, but we report it because it is a strong
indicator of how well the pointing device’s sensitivity matches the user’s needs. A high average Decel
(roughly above 60%) suggests that the gain could be higher (it’s not sensitive enough), while a low
average Decel (roughly below 40%) suggests that the gain could be lower (it’s too sensitive).
If you really want to get in-depth, you can view the kinematic profiles for an Aim test. The kinematic profile
graphs show the distance, velocity, and acceleration over time for each trial. A table of the data in each graph is
also provided, allowing copy-paste to other applications if further analysis is desired. To view the kinematic
profiles, you first need to select a single test, then click the Details tab. As shown in Figure 5, this view includes a
‘Show kinematic profiles’ button. Figures 9 and 10 show the resulting kinematic profile for Target 1 in test Aim
1. You can view the profile for each target by clicking the Prev and Next buttons. To remove the kinematic
profile display, click ‘Hide kinematic profiles.’

Figure 9. A portion of the kinematic profile display, for Target 1 in test Aim 1. This graph tracks the distance
from the target center over time, showing a decrease as the user moves the cursor toward the target. In this
case, cursor movement begins about 500 ms into the trial, and most of the distance is covered in the 250 ms
between 500 and 750 ms. It takes another 400 ms to slowly move the cursor the last 50 pixels or so into the
target.
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Figure 10. The lower portion of the kinematic profile display, for Target 1 in test Aim 11. These graphs track the
velocity and acceleration of cursor movement over time. The highest velocity occurs near the start of the
movement, at about 700 ms. Almost all of the velocity points are positive, indicating that almost all of the
movement was toward the target center. The figure also shows the first few rows of the table of kinematic
data.
Please note: The Movement Data metrics and kinematic profile are most applicable for ‘traditional’ pointing
devices, such as mice and trackballs, rather than touchscreens. These metrics can only be computed if cursor
movements are recorded during the test. On a touchscreen, there may not be any cursor path recorded during
a trial, in the common case where the user simply taps on the screen to select the target. If the user drags their
finger along the touchscreen, this will generate some cursor path data, but the computed Movement Data may
be difficult to interpret, since path will typically be discontinuous.
For more background on kinematic measures of cursor movement, see the following:
1. Phillips J, Triggs T. (2001). Characteristics of cursor trajectories controlled by the computer mouse.
Ergonomics, 44(5): 527-536.
2. MacKenzie I, Kauppinen T, Silfverberg M. (2001). Accuracy measures for evaluating computer pointing
devices. Proceedings of the ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing System-CHI 2001, pp 9-16.
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3. Keates S, Hwang F, Langdon P, Clarkson PJ, Robinson P. (2002). Cursor measures for motion-impaired
computer users. Proceedings of Assets 2002, pp 135-142.
4. Keates S, Trewin S. (2005). Effect of age and Parkinson’s disease on cursor positioning using a mouse.
Proceedings of Assets 2005, pp 68-75.

8 TECHNICAL NOTES
The intent is for Aim 2015 to work on any modern browser running on any device. In practice, there are bound
to be glitches, which we attempt to document here.
Aim 2015 has run successfully so far on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Firefox 33.1.1 on Mac OS 10.9.5
Safari 7.0.6 on Mac OS 10.9.5
Firefox 33.0.3 on Win 7 Professional, Service Pack 1
Chrome 39.0.2171.71 m on Win 7 Professional, Service Pack 1
Safari on iOS 6.1.3, iPhone 4S

While Aim 2015 runs properly on the iPhone 4S, the styling for the web page has not been tailored to layout the
page in an appropriate way for the small phone screen. The interface is usable on the iPhone, even without the
custom styling, but will look and feel significantly better once the responsive styling is complete. Given the
iPhone results, we expect it to work on an iPad, but have not been able to test that yet.
Internet Explorer: Aim 2015 will not run on IE 8 (we know this without testing, based on the capabilities of IE 8).
We have not tested it on IE 9 or above yet.
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